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values of (Jz')'I' [shown in Table I(B)]effective-
ly summarize the information available. These
values (computed from x with 2)E, j'= I-) exhibit
the rather extreme degree of alignment of the gg

required by the data for the Jp = 2+3 ~ ~ ~ assign-
ments.

(D) We have attempted to determine, for the
+J = 1 assignment, the amount of D-wave decay

amplitude. Since we find our data to be consis-
tent with a very wide range of the ratio )D/S J

'
(about 0.03 to 3), we omit a detailed presentation.

In conclusion we note that our data are equally
consistent with J+= 1+ and with J = 2+3 ~ ~ ~, so
that any attempt to rule out J = 2+3 ~ ~ ~ is pure
speculation; the following remarks are specula-
tive but possibly relevant:

(I) In our experiment g3 production is rather
peripheral (Fig. 2). We find it hard to believe
that the extreme alignment required by the as-
signments J =2+3 4+. ~ ~ could arise in a peri-
pheral process. This is nevertheless a preju-
dice, not an argument.

(2) As mentioned previously, the assignments
=3 5 ~ ~ ~ are unlikely because of the appar-

ent absence of nw and EK decay modes.
(3) If one of the assignments Jp = 2+4+. ~ ~

should turn out to be correct, it would mean that
the B is incompatible with a quark-antiquark
model, since qq states with I =1+ and J =2+4+
~ ~ ~ are not possible.
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We have observed the g meson in 7t+7I, 7t 7t, and x n x+x mass spectra and have
measured masses, widths, and some branching ratios. The angular distributions and
total cross sections presented strongly indicate a J& of 3 for the g meson.

The g meson was discovered by Goldberg et
al. ,

' and by Forino et al. ' in a n+n state and lat-
er by Deutschmann et al.' and Crennell et al.4 in
a n w system. It is likely that the g was ob-
served in the missing-mass experiments of Ma-
glid and coworkers. ' Recently others have re-

ported evidence of a 4~ state'~' at the same ener-
gy and conflicting evidence has been given con-
cerning a possible ~ n decay mode. ' ' We re-
port here further confirmation of the existence
of this state and evidence for a spin and parity
assignment of 3 from an analysis of 340000
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Research Association-Argonne 30-in. hydrogen
bubble chamber.

Figure 1 shows the mass plots for the 27t and
4m charged and neutral states. Evidence for the

g may be seen in both (2m) states and in the (4m)

state. No evidence is seen for the g in the (4g)c
state; this fact will be discussed later. The
number of counts in the n. +m system is 135+ 20
as compared with 110+20 in the 71 n' state. The

g seems to be produced quite peripherally in
both charge states as may be seen from the fact
that the signal is not reduced by making a cut on
momentum transfer to the nucleon. All the data
are consistent with the production occurring by
means of the one-pion-exchange mechanism.
Figure 2 shows the 7T-m scattering angular distri-
bution and the Treiman- Yang angle distribution.
The near isotropy in the Treiman- Yang angle
distribution together with the very sharp t depen-
dence of the production process are both indica-
tive of pion exchange. One expects a 2:1 ratio
of neutral to charged events if (1) the isospin is
1, (2) production is by one-pion excha. nge, and
(3) the partial width for decay into two pions is
the same for the neutral and charged state. The
numbers given above are nearly consistent with
I= 1 assignment.

If we examine the (4m) and (4m)' states in Fig.
1, we see no evidence for the g meson in the neu-
tral state but a substantial signal in the (4m)

state. Further breakdowns in Fig. 1 indicate
some indication of a signal in the 7t co state
which substantiates an I= 1 assignment. The re-
sults are consistent with the rest of the (4m)
events being in a p p state although this is diffi-
cult to prove rigorously at the present level of
statistics. We show the p p' and m ~ mass spec-
tra in Fig. 3(a). We find [g - (2m) ]/[g - (4m) ]
=0.8+ 0.2. We find also [g -m &u ]/[g -(4n) ]
=0.25+0.10. In the case of the (4m)' system there
is essentially no signal in the region of the g.
This is difficult to understand unless the main
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FIG. 1. 7r7r and 7r7r7r7r mass spectra. (a) M(7r 7r+) from
the reaction 7r p 7r 7r+n. Shaded events in all figures
correspond to events with t (target —nucleon) & 0.3
(Gev/c)2. (b) I(& w w+m ) from ~ p —w ~ ~+w+n.

(c) M(7r 7r ) from 7r p 7r 7r p. (d) M(7r 7r 7r 7r ) from
7r-p —7r-7r-7r+7r'p.

FIG. 2, Di-pion scattering angle and Treiman-Yang
angle distribution for events in the g-meson region
(I«. 1.63-1.73 GeV). (a), (b) Cos0 distribution for

7r+ and 7r 7r, where 0 is the scattering angle of 7r

(out) in the di-pion center of mass. (c), (d) Trei-
man-Yang angle distribution for 7r 7r+ and 7r

(e) Combined cos0 for 7r 7r+ and 7r 7r in the backward
hemisphere. IP~(cosa)]2 is drawn in. Shaded events
correspond to t &0.3 (GeV/c) .
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channel of decay into 4n system is pp or mw. If
I= 1, then J= 1, 3, 5, etc. , since we observe a 2n

decay. If the dominant decay mode were a pair
of p's in a 'P, configuration, such a combination
would be forbidden for a p'p' combination be-
cause of Einstein-Bose statistics and, also, iso-
spin forbids a p p' decay mode. We cannot ana-
lyze p+p decays since there are three neutral
particles in the final state. Other configurations
of the 47t's such as m A,+, 7t+A, would be analyz-
able. However, a search for A, n' and A, '71 in
the g-meson mass region of the (4n) state gives
negative results. We should also mention that
we see a strong signal in the w n+m (~2mo) mass
spectrum in the g region. Qualitatively the sig-
nal is as strong as the p p signal. There is al-
so a negative g-parity state in this region.

In Fig. 2 we show the angular distributions of
m n+ and g g in the g region. The mm scatter-
ing angle distributions are asymmetric and are

FIG. 3. M(n e ) distribution and the decay angles of
system. (a) Effective mass of x-~o (shaded) and

p p (open) for events with t & 0.3 (GeV/c)2. M(u) =740-
820 MeV, M(p) =650-850 MeV were used. For events
having both 7t cu and p p configurations, 7t (d are
plotted. {b}-(e)Angular distributions of 0, y, 0', and
tp, respectively (see text for definitions), for differ-
ent M(m u ) regions. The solid lines represent the ex-
pected decay distributions for a one-pion-exchange
production of a J =3 7r ~ state: 8'{cosg)=sin 0
x{5cos g-].), g (cosg') =sin 6t', g (y') =sin cp'.

consistent with a J of 2 or 3 in the forward and
backward hemisphere. ' In Fig. 3 we show the
angular distribution of cos6, y, and cp' for four
different 7t &' mass regions. The angles are de-
fined as follows: 6) is the angle between the inci-
dent and outgoing m in the v &' center-of-mass
system; p is the Treiman-Yang angle; 0' is the
angle between the normal to the w-decay plane
and the & line of flight in the ~ rest frame. cp'

is the corresponding azimuthal angle, measured
from the g axis which lies in the m w production
plane. The 6), cp, and 8' distributions in the gg

region show what seems to be an 9-wave v
decay which is consistent with a 1+ assignment
for the gg with a mass of 1280+ 30 MeV and F of
80+ 20 MeV. The g region shows a radically dif-
ferent angular distribution. The curve drawn on
the cos8 histogram corresponds to an / = 3, ~
=+1 final state as expected from the decay of a
3 object, produced by one-pion exchange, into
a n and an &'. We have tested the 3 hypothe-
sis for the '-n decay i.n the g region. We find
a )(' of 5.5 (75%) for nine degrees of freedom for
the folded n &' distribution. A test of 5 and 1
gives a probability of 3% and 10

%%u~, respective-
ly. The characteristic 3 signal is strongly as-
sociated with the events with (3w)' in the ~' re-
gion. If the n( system is produced by one-pion
exchange then the 0'-cp' distribution takes a sim-
ple form of sin'8'sin'p' which is consistent with
the data shown.

The p -p system also shows some evidence
of a P-wave decay of the system, although a con-
siderable background makes strong conclusions
impossible. The strongest effect in the pp sys-
tem is the correlation between the decay plane
of each p in the g-system rest frame. This
would be consistent with an E = 1 Spp = 2 configur-
ation.

One can make further efforts to estimate the J
of the g from the size of the elastic and inelastic
71-~ cross sections from our observed mass
spectra. If we make a relative comparison of
&&el(wm)+oinei(wm) in the region of the g and the
region of the p', we find [k'g(mw)] -/[k'o(ww)] o

=0.6+0.1. In making this deduction we have as-
sumed that production occurs as a result of m-n

collisions and used the same kinematic cuts on
momentum transfer to the nucleon to correct for
kinematic differences which occur as a result of
the mass differences. Our results give J=3+ 1
for the g. Thus we would conclude from 3.11 the
data presented that JP=3 is the strongly pre-
ferred spin and parity assignment. Our masses
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and widths are 1675+ 10 and 90' 20 MeV for the

g, and 1655y 10 and 80+ 20 Me V for the g . We
also note some indication of a peak at 1900 MeV
of width 40 MeV in the 7t m spectrum which has
been evident in previous experiments. '~'
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It is perhaps worth repeating that 4= 2 is an impos-
sible spin assignment since I=1. The peak in the
backward hemisphere seems to be a signature of the
g meson as it is not found in the adjacent energy re-
gions. Thus these distributions are further evidence
for J=3 for the g.
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